
A = More than 1m  

B is within A - 150mm from bottom of foundation

A

B

Where the distance from the foundation to the

drainage trench is more than 1m (A) concrete the

drainage trench to at least  A - 150mm

Less than 1m  

Where the distance from the foundation to the

drainage trench is less than 1m, concrete the

drainage trench to at least the underside of the

foundation

PIPES PASSING THROUGH

WALL (LINTEL)

Opening masked both

sides with rigid sheet

material

lintelled opening to give 50mm

space around pipe

Provide 50mm clearance around

pipes or a sleeve  with 50mm

clearance. Ensure adequately

sealed

Void filled with compressible

material to prevent entry of

gas

Pea Shingle Infill

Footing - to be taken down to

at least invert level of sewer

Sewer

Concrete lintel engineered brickengineered brick

Block work

600mm clearance 600mm clearance

FOUNDATION/SEWER BRIDGE DETAIL

Footing - to be taken down to

at least invert level of sewer

(Scale 1:10)

SOAKAWAY DETAIL

(SCALE 1:10)

100mm Ø pipe laid to max

1:100 fall to soakaway

Soakaway depth to be at

least 1.0m below 100mm Ø

outlet pipe

Pipe to enter soakaway at

least 100mm below top of

membrane

Geotextile membrane

surround to coarse rubble

infill to stop entrance of soil

SOAKAWAY TO BE

LOCATED AT LEAST 5.0m

AWAY FROM ALL

BUILDINGS

Topsoil back fill to required

depth

FOUNDATIONS NEAR DRAINS

AS SHOWN @ A1

BUILDING REGULATIONS
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PROPOSED DETAILS

SCALE AS SHOWN @ A1
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